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this heart of mine

whoever
you are..
wherever
you are..
i am
here for you.

this heart of mine is
too big to deny you.

[ LJH]

Real

I never cared about nothing
so much as I care about REAL.
Not even guitars or chocolate or being
happy. Because sometimes happy is
a lie. And lies don’t feed my soul.
REAL feeds my soul.
Real is messy and unpredictable and
sexy and vulnerable and freeing.
Real drives me on, teaches me,
plays with my longing, stirs my deepest
desires, feeds my soul.

Real feeds my soul. Real feeds
my soul.

[ ME]

sang your truest

If you were to follow
your heart, to really live the deepest
truth of your soul, and you never
received applause, respect or accolades

If you never got branded with success
in the world’s eyes. If great, grand, and
wonderful things never did come
together on the outside. If you had nothing
to show for it other than the quiet
sighs of your heart knowing you
stepped into your own shoes,
walked in your own footsteps,
and sang your truest
song...

if no one else but your own
soul ever understood,
would you follow
your heart anyway?

[ ME]

love can

Outside the physical realm,
however, emotions like
love can expand
without cost.

[  JC]
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You’ll See Beauty

at the risk of becoming just another voice
last night i dreamt i was being

tell me, facebook
dear past and future
morning and a world
always in transit

dear teeming masses of facebook
if you’re looking for beauty,
if you’re looking for injustice, 
you’ll see

[  JA]

Yesterday

Yesterday was 
fi lled with 
beautiful

[ BK]

I’ll go fi rst:

today 
I want to be
diff erent
everything 
the same
suddenly

[ NJ]

I am in no need

I cry in the arms
of the eternal
hopelessly content,
and dreadfully pleasant
in my dance

All that I have loved,
I thank you
and ask your
forgiveness

My tears have never been my own.
[ LIH]
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Don’t worry 159
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Moments like this create 148
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Sometimes / I / wonder 45
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so now 30
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Th ank you 100
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there happen to be 8 cats living in 

our yard 34
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Th e robin at my window  155
Th e scent of old rain rising  87
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the silence of 7am 148
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to me 43
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was music meant  50
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